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These ice tongs are a family history item I have 
enjoyed for many years in my antique study.  They 
measure 24" tall x 16" wide.   
 
Mother (Laura Louise Hendee) said they were used 
by my father, Frank Chester Hendee.  I sure wish I 
had asked him for the history of them when I had the 
chance---how he obtained them and how he used 
them.                               Frank Chester Hendee     

        1914 
They are now being 
passed on to Rosanne 

and Bob Ashmore.  Rosanne is my half-niece, one daughter of 
my half-sister, Eleanor Maxine Hendee Festerly.  I am so glad 
for them to continue to be displayed in a home of their Hendee 
origin!   
 
Ice tongs are defined by Merriam-Webster as "tongs having 
usually two handles and hooked points for lifting large blocks 
of ice."       
 
There are many different styles of vintage ice tongs for sale 
online.  The pair closest to these were described as "Huge, 
rustic, antique, hand-forged cast iron ice block tongs---$65."  And ours are 7" longer and 4" wider...really 
"huge!"  

The internet provided the following information:   

"Ice tongs began in the 
Victorian age and continued 
into the 1930s, as households 
used large blocks of ice to 
keep food cold in 'ice boxes.'  
Some households chilled food 
only seasonally, taking 
advantage of cold 
temperatures by keeping 
perishables in the cellar, on the 
porch, or in window box 
refrigerators.  Blocks of ice—
often harvested from local 
ponds—chilled the ice box by 
absorbing heat as they melted. 
Of course, that meant drip 
pans had to be emptied and 
water mopped up."             from two women showing how it's done!    

 



I used to have an ice box exactly like this one; the ice chunk was kept in the upper 
right, and one could see the drip pan in the cupboard at the bottom.  Food was 
stored on the left.  This was from Mike's Aunt Nancy's basement in Illinois and 
went with him when he moved on. We used it as a filing cabinet. 
 
Another memory is when Mike and I were back in Dixon, Illinois, his hometown.  
His mother, Ruth, and I visited the lovely historic house museum of Ronald Reagan 
in which "the 40th President of the United States lived as a youth beginning in 
1920."  Mike would tell how "Dutch" Reagan served as a lifeguard at Lowell Park 
beach (Mike's old stomping grounds) for seven summers in the 1920s.  Anyway, of 
the many historic house museums I have toured, President Reagan's remains the 
only one where I saw a new sight that made an impression to this day----a sign that was hung in the window on 
ice delivery day telling the iceman how many pounds to leave.  Here are two from online.   
 

"The concept behind ice cards was 
to hang it in your window 
whenever an ice delivery was 
required. Depending upon the 
amount of ice needed, that 
particular weight could be hung 
right-side up so that the delivery 
man (or boy or woman as was 
common during WW II!) knew 
how much to leave. They also 
served as advertising for the 
company.  Window cards make an 
interesting collectible." 

 
Since Daddy's marriage to Mother was his second, he was older for a father by the time I came along.  Mother 
was 20 years younger than he.   His vitals are January 3, 1896 - February 16, 1974.  So he was of an age where 
ice tongs would have been part of his early life---these in some now-unknown way.   He would surely be 
pleased they are being carried on in Hendee family history.  
 

 
                                 undated                    1918             undated 

 
Frank Chester (Chet) Hendee  


